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Jackson Park public course at Chicago, on site of World's Columbian Exposition of 1893, and one of the first municipal courses in the midwest, is the scene each year of a city championship of more than half-a-century history.
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SWINGING AROUND GOLF
(Continued from page 79)

(Wis.) CC . . . Jim Gourlay now pro-supt.-mgr., Mt. Pleasant (la.) CC . . . Russell Broman from Janesville (Wis.) CC to Maple Bluff CC, Madison, Wis., as mgr.

Beautiful tributes to Bob Harlow in columns of Merrell Whittlesey in Washington (D. C.) Star, Herbert Warren Wind in Sports Illustrated and a lot more of the fellows who were pals of the beloved Bob . . . Whittlesey suggested that USGA Seniors' trophy for the event to be inaugurated this year and for which Harlow vigorously campaigned, be named in Bob's honor . . . Action begun on this idea was halted in favor of action on Carolina pros' proposal that annual Harlow memorial award be made to the club "pro of the year."

A. D. Stein, Jr., has bought Bridgton (Me.) Highlands GC and will operate it . . . Paul Hahn cutting William Tell act from his trick shot show . . . Says some people got so scared about the Hahn performance of driving a golf ball from a tee held in a girl's mouth they told him their nervousness reduced their enjoyment of the rest of the Hahn exhibition . . . The beautiful girl who started that act with Paul and has teamed in it thousands of times is Mrs. Hahn . . . He didn't dare damage her pretty teeth.

Chet Nelson, owner of Ingleside course on which Pan-American Open in Los Angeles area is to be played toughened the course with new bunkers and tougher rough . . . Plans for $111,300 clubhouse remodeling and new maintenance building of Flint (Mich.) GC in attractive booklet presenting program to members.

Good tip for golf writers planning 1955 feature comes from Bergen (N. J.) Evening Record Week-End Magazine . . . In it Kenneth G. Wallace described his choice of 18 best holes on Bergen County courses . . . Three-page feature strikingly illustrated by 8 photos by Gordon L. Corbett . . . Selections of finest 18 of any district courses always interesting to the area's golfers.